An Innovative Tech
Solution for the
Insurtech Industry
Fusing software and hardware to create
a safer driving environment...

www.bluesona.co.uk

Our data-driven software, combined with cutting
edge hardware products, help insurers redefine
their customer experience, radicalise policy
construction and deliver innovative insurance
products that meet modern market demands.
Found upon the principle of protection over

Bluesona builds connected insurtech
solutions that deter distracted
driving and incentivise safe on-road
behaviour.

repair, the Loop product range encourages
drivers to stay safe on the road and empowers
insurers to meet the expectations of digital-savvy
customers who gravitate towards rewardsbased relationships and individualised products.
Our insightful technology enables clients to
evolve from traditional transactional exchanges
to relationships defined by consumer loyalty,
openness, honesty and trust.
www.bluesona.co.uk
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DISTRACTED
DRIVING
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Distracted Driving is the
Number 1 cause of accidents.

BILLION

powered by Bluesona

Loop protects people not just cars, and

COST TO
INSURERS

we believe in prevention before repair.

Claims from distracted
driving cases costs the
insurance industry £2
billion per annum.

People who use our products feel safer
and more responsible on the roads.
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SECONDS

x4

It can take as little as 3 seconds
of a distraction to cause an
accident.

49

MOBILE DISTRACTION
You are 4 times more likely to be
distracted and have an accident
while using a mobile phone.
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TIME TO
DISTRACTION

%

%
PERCENTAGE OF
MOBILE DISTRACTIONS
Recent stats show that 35% of all
accidents are caused by mobile
phone usage while driving.

PERCENTAGE OF
MOBILE USERS
49% of UK drivers use their
phones at the wheel.

Unique solutions to prevent distracted driving

Loop products are built with cutting

- Reduce claims

edge telematics and lockdown

- Champion safer driving

technology to record driver journeys,

- Maximise customer engagement

track infringements, prevent
distractions and improve in-vehicle
behaviour and driving standards.
Our solutions reduce risk, injury

- Engage digital-savvy marketplace
- Broaden product portfolio
- Out-of-the-box solution

and cost, as well as the time and

- Bluetooth technology

reputational damage caused by

- Rich and realtime data

collisions. Using Loop, insurance

- Intuitive and user-friendly

companies can enhance their portfolio
with new products and incentives while
lowering the payout of collision costs.

App interface
- Sits outside vehicle infrastructure

Loop

LoopMatics Advanced

This innovative, distraction-free

Our full-stack solution logs

driving solution logs all journeys and

infringements and operates as a

infringements logging of infringements

distraction driving tool. Combined

and all journeys with a detailed statistics

with our telematic plug which logs

page to view historical driving data.

the driving events.

LoopMatics
Our telematics platform uses a 12v
telematic device to record driving
behaviour and log extreme driving
events such as harsh accelerating,
braking and cornering.

Loop - Your Ideal Insurtech Partner
Our products assist the digital transformation
of Insurers who want to meet the demands
of a competitive and disruptive marketplace.
By staying relevant to consumers beyond the
traditional insurance value chain, Insurers can
evolve from transactional relationships to build
consumer loyalty with a redefined customer
experience.
Loop provides enriched data to evaluate
policies, claims and identify fraud as well as
deliver bespoke products that are transparent,
quick and easy-to-use. We have developed
multiple pathways for Insurers to view
and retrieve useful data using our online
administrative portal. Insurers can get a
complete breakdown and chart view of each
drivers behaviour, or access their users’ data
securely and directly with their Bluesona API.

Distractions

Telematics
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